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Abstract
The industry crossed the first refactoring rubicon, namely Extract
Method, more than a decade ago. Today, all mainstream Integrated
Development Environments (IDEs) support this refactoring, and
empirical studies have shown that Extract Method is one of the
most frequently used automated refactorings. Although complex
refactorings are more tedious and error-prone, studies have shown
that programmers use the automated refactorings mostly for per-
forming simple changes. We argue that new interaction models are
needed to support high-level composite refactorings. Because of the
challenges involved in automating such complex refactorings, we
consider composite refactorings as the next refactoring rubicons.
1. The First Refactoring Rubicon
The first refactoring tool was developed for Smalltalk in 1997
to make the refactoring process more efficient and reliable [6].
In 2001, Martin Fowler declared that two Java refactoring tools
crossed the rubicon by supporting the Extract Method refactor-
ing [1]. Automating the Extract Method refactoring required more
complex analysis than Rename and was considered as a sign that
an IDE was serious about refactorings. Several empirical studies
have shown that Extract Method is one of the most frequently used
automated refactorings [4, 5, 7]. This is good news. Mainstream
refactoring tools have crossed the rubicon, and the Extract Method
refactoring has crossed the chasm.
2. The Second Refactoring Rubicon
Today, mainstream IDEs support more complex refactorings that
change the class hierarchy, affect many files and lines of code, or
perform sophisticated analyses to compute the change, e.g. Extract
Superclass and Infer Generic Type Arguments, and Push Down.
The research community has proposed tools for automating even
more sophisticated changes such as those for parallelism, optimiza-
tion, security, and migration to new libraries.
However, studies have shown that programmers have not adopted
the existing automated refactorings that perform complex changes [4,
5, 7]. Besides, current IDEs do not support higher-level refactorings
that change the architecture of the system or refactor the code to im-
plement design patterns like Composite, Visitor, or Strategy [2, 3].
Composite refactorings are high-level refactorings that con-
sist of several other refactorings. Refactoring to design patterns is
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one kind of composite refactorings [3]. Composite refactorings are
more tedious and error-prone to perform manually than low-level
ones. However, IDEs lack good support for such high-level refac-
torings. Composite refactorings are inherently complex and thus
their automations tend to be difficult to learn and predict. Design-
ers of automated refactorings face conflicting forces especially for
composite refactorings. For instance, on one hand, the automated
refactoring should be general enough to be applicable to many
pieces of code. On the other hand, the more powerful transforma-
tions tend to have higher configuration costs. These are some of
the factors that make the design of a suitable interaction model for
composite refactorings challenging. Thus, we consider automated
composite refactorings as the next refactoring rubicons.
The first refactoring rubicon was mostly an engineering prob-
lem, because an implementation of the Extract Method refactoring
was available for Smalltalk [6]. However, designing an appropri-
ate interaction model for composite refactorings is still an open re-
search problem.
We recently studied the refactoring composition patterns that
programmers use in practice. A refactoring composition pattern is a
recurring set of automated refactorings that make up a bigger refac-
toring. We found that composition patterns allow programmers to
reduce the configuration and learning overhead of automated refac-
torings. Our findings led us to take a composition-based approach
to automating refactorings. We built a prototype of the Extract Su-
perclass refactoring, which is one of the more complex and less of-
ten used automated refactorings, as a composition of several refac-
torings. Our preliminary evaluations showed that our approach is
promising. Most programmers appreciated the high control that our
interaction model provided and confirmed our hypotheses about the
lower configuration and learning costs [8].
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